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YMV CRANE AND WINCH SYSTEMS
DELIVERED
DECK EQUIPMENT SET TO
ARENA OFFSHORE NEW UTILITY/ SUPPLY VESSEL
[Istanbul, TURKEY, November 2019]

YMV Crane and Winch Systems delivered the complete deck equipment package to Arena Offshore’s new Supply /Utility Vessel in İstanbul / Turkey.

The Arena Offshore NewBuilding 38 mt Supply / Oil Recovery / FiFi / Tug vessel was built under classification of Bureau Veritas Class Society.

All installation, commissioning, and Start-up works were completed in Turkey Shipyards.

Arena Offshore İstanbul has been serving for Marine and Offshore industry under the scopes of Sale & Purchase, Chartering and Newbuilding Contracting.

This was the third cooperation of Arena Offshore and YMV Crane and Winch Systems, which was showing the trust and satisfaction of the client, and the power of fruitful collaboration.

Under the scope of the contract, a complete system for deck equipment and machinery as well as the propulsion system solutions was delivered to Vessel.

The scope of supply: YMV CRANE AND WINCH SYSTEMS

1 x towing winch
1 x telescopic boom crane
1 x A-frame crane
All anchor and mooring equipment

1 x capstan
1 x anchor windlass winch
1 x rescue boat davit
1 x stern roller

The scope of supply: YMV PROPULSION SYSTEMS

1 x bow thruster

1 x stern thruster
About YMV CRANE AND WINCH SYSTEMS

YMV with its experience of more than 55 years in the maritime industry; manufactures marine cranes, marine winches, life-saving equipment: Freefall lifeboat davits, rescue boat davits, propulsion system solutions; bow thrusters, fixed pitch propellers, controllable pitch propellers to its customers in local and international markets.

YMV design team find out the needings of Client; provides the optimum solutions according to the intended purpose and area of utilization in the New Shipbuilding projects. YMV produces equipment suitable for harsh marine conditions. YMV provides trainings, technical services, spare parts and after continuous sales Support.

YMV products are tested, approved and certificated by IACS members according to customer request. YMV gives after-sales service to fulfil the quality level that fits the requirements and expectations of her customers. In the Maritime sector, YMV has the target is always to improve quality and investigate on technology and increase the satisfaction level of employees and customers.

YMV has supplied a wide range of winches and other deck equipment for ships, tugs and special purpose vessels operating in Turkey. One of the latest projects, YMV delivered the first Active Heave Compensated Winch System of Turkey to Turkish Naval Forces RATSHIPs in 2017. Two Rescue and Towing Ships were built by Istanbul Shipyard. RATSHIPs are dedicated submarine rescue intervention ships to perform subsea and surface rescue operations in various sea conditions.

If you would like more information about this topic, please call Pınar Yuksel at +(90) 216 394-43-25, or email pinaryuksel@ymvcrane.com